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The interactions between proteins within cells constitute a network of processes that operate on
different time scales, allowing living organisms to respond to their environment. To understand the
enormous complexity of these systems, a wide variety of computational models have been introduced
at various levels of detail. In this project, we develop an analytical framework based on asynchronous
Boolean dynamics to investigate the qualitative dynamical properties of regulatory networks.

As opposed to the common synchronous modeling, we assign rates to the different molecular
processes involved in gene regulation and investigate the effects of a stochastic updating mechanism
in a simple model of the yeast cell cycle. We model the transitions between different states of the
Boolean network as independent Poisson processes. Two different updating schemes are proposed
and investigated using both a master equation approach and Monte Carlo simulation.

We find that introducing biologically inspired rates increases the probability of the system to
reach the biological G1 stationary state. We investigate which rate parameters most strongly affect
the probability of reaching this state and discuss the underlying mechanisms.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Gene Regulation

Living cells contain a plethora of molecules that in-
teract to produce commonly observed behaviors such as
movement towards a food source, nutrient uptake or cell
division. Each cell carries all the information necessary
to specify its own replication and multiple functions for
survival. This information is encoded in genes, which
are the physical and functional units of biological inher-
itance. Although there is no consensus definition for the
term “gene”, we use it to refer to the information en-
coded in DNA that is necessary to synthesize a biologi-
cally functional molecule.

Specifically, the information in a gene is encoded as a
sequence of chemical bases in a DNA polymer. In or-
der to perform a biological function, a gene encoded in
DNA must be transcribed to produce an RNA molecule.
Depending on its sequence, the RNA molecule either
functions on its own, serves as a template for producing
proteins, or forms a complex with other RNA or pro-
tein molecules (reviewed in [1]). Genes encoded in DNA
have no functional consequence until they are expressed
as RNA or other functional molecules. Thus, regulation
of gene expression or “gene regulation” links genes to
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cellular functions.
In this study, we define gene regulation as the con-

trol of RNA production from DNA via transcription
or chromatin modifications. In cells, genes can be
either activated (expressed/transcribed) or deactivated
(repressed/silenced) by other gene products (RNA or
protein). Stimuli or other signals from inside or outside
of the cell can affect the activity of RNA and protein
molecules. Thus, gene regulation involves the integration
of cellular signals, which affect the expression of genes.

Classical genetic studies have mapped genes into path-
ways or networks, which define the qualitative regulatory
relationships among a set of genes. While these models
are useful for classifying and characterizing phenotypic
observations in terms of absolute gene requirements, they
provide very little information about the dynamics of
gene regulation. Moreover, since such models are mainly
qualitative in nature, it is often difficult to determine
the behavior of networks consisting of many interacting
genes.

The common approach to quantitative modeling of the
dynamics of gene regulatory networks is to use systems
of coupled differential equations of RNA and protein con-
centrations [2]. However, due to the many elements in-
volved and the high level of details described through ki-
netic reaction parameters, this method poses difficulties
for the description of larger systems.

An alternative approach is to use a more abstract level
of description and represent the dynamics of a system in
terms of discrete activity states (for a review of common
models of gene regulation, see [3]). The first discrete
models used for biological networks were the so-called
Random Boolean Networks (RBN) introduced by Kauff-
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man and Thomas in [4] and [5].
In these models, the system is described by a set of

“nodes”, which resemble the different types of chemical
reactants and (directed) “edges”, which define the inter-
actions between two nodes. Time is discrete and all nodes
are updated synchronously according to their respective
input function, where each input of a node stems from
an incoming edge. Every node can take one of two ac-
tivity states (“on” or “off”) and the inputs (connections)
as well as the input functions (drawn at random from all
possible Boolean functions) are fixed for a given network.
The state of each node is then given by the state of this
node’s input nodes at the previous time step. As this is a
deterministic system with a finite state space, for any ini-
tial condition of the system the dynamics eventually runs
into an attractor, either a fixed point or a limit cycle. It
was hypothesized that the attractors of RBNs represent
different cell types.

This discrete approach certainly lacks many of the
characteristics of gene regulatory networks. However,
despite their limitations, such models have been success-
fully used to describe the outcome of a dynamical process
on a gene regulatory network as in fruit fly development
[6] or even the dynamical sequence of activity states as
in the case of the budding yeast cell cycle [7].

However, the original assumption of deterministic dy-
namics in these models is clearly implausible considering
that the processes driving these systems are of a molec-
ular nature and thus fluctuations are ubiquitous. To ad-
dress this fact, modified models have been proposed to in-
troduce a stochastic element into the simulations. In par-
ticular, it was shown that attractors in the synchronous
updating scheme can vanish when asynchronous updat-
ing is used [8]. Indeed, it can be expected that biological
systems perform their task reliably despite the inherent
stochasticity of the molecular processes involved.

In [9] different asynchronous models are described and
implications on the outcome of the fruit fly development
are discussed. Commonly used asynchronous models are
random-order updating and totally asynchronous updat-
ing. In both of these models, the order of updates affects
which nodes have already changed their state, thus influ-
encing the state of those nodes to update later. In the
random-order algorithm, it is ensured that every node
updates exactly once during a system update, whereas
in the totally asynchronous version, at every time step a
node is drawn at random out of all nodes and is updated.
Another class of models, which is more biologically in-
spired and incorporates some aspects of differential equa-
tion models, are the so-called Glass-type networks which
have also been used in the description of the yeast cell
cycle [10].

Here, we introduce a different modeling framework,
which allows the investigation of a system under asyn-
chronous dynamics. We model the system as a Boolean
network in which transitions occur as independent Pois-
son processes in order to investigate the yeast cell cycle
with asynchronous updates. In [11] a related approach

has been used for the description of the yeast cell cycle.
There, however, the underlying dynamics is synchronous.
Fluctuations are introduced by allowing (with a small
probability) state transitions that are actually forbidden
by the update rules. In our model, the updating scheme
is fundamentally asynchronous, and the stochastic nature
of the system is caused by the randomness of the update
sequence.

II. MODEL OF GENE REGULATORY
NETWORKS: THE YEAST CELL CYCLE

A. A Network Representation of the Yeast Cell
Cycle

The cell cycle is a regulatory process that couples
growth, defined by an increase in cell mass, to prolifera-
tion, defined by an increase in cell number. The general
process consists of a sequence of events through which
one cell grows, replicates its components and divides into
two daughter cells [12, 13]. In eukaryotes, we discuss
the cell cycle in terms of four main phases: G1 (growth
and commitment to replication), S (DNA replication), G2

(“gap” phase consisting of DNA repair and preparation
for division) and M (mitosis or cell division). Progression
from one stage to the next is controlled by a network of
interacting proteins and RNA that control gene expres-
sion. Thus, robust control of the cell cycle is required to
maintain normal cellular function. The molecular com-
ponents of the eukaryotic cell cycle are highly conserved
[14]. Thus, detailed studies in organisms such as budding
yeast provide a relevant model for cell cycle functions in
multicellular organisms.

Approximately 800 genes (15%) in the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae are regulated in response to the
cell cycle [15]. Fortunately, there are a small number of
regulators that control the overall process. For the pur-
poses of testing our modeling framework, we used a mini-
mal Boolean representation of the cell cycle from budding
yeast [7] (Figure 1). This network represents the key reg-
ulatory machinery necessary for controlling the transition
from G1 through S, G2 and M, producing two daughter
cells in the G1 state.

We model the cell cycle in terms of four ma-
jor biological processes: transcription, phosphoryla-
tion/dephosphorylation, protein degradation, and in-
hibitory binding [16]. Each protein within the network,
represented by a single node, is classified according to
its predominant biological function (Table I). In our
Boolean network representation of the cell cycle, each
protein can either activate (turn on) or inhibit (turn off)
target proteins through a biological process represented
by a single, directed edge (Table II). The processes rep-
resented by each edge were chosen to represent the most
important regulation step by which a protein activates
or inhibits a target protein, based on a review of the lit-
erature (see [7, 16] and references therein).
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Node Type Biological classification Members Function
transcription transcription factors SBF, MBF, Mcm1/SFF, Swi5 Activate proteins by initiating syn-

thesis of mRNA messages.
degradation ubiquitin ligases Cdh1, Cdc20,14 Target proteins for degradation by

the proteosome machinery.
binding Cyclin-Kinase Inhibitors (CKI) Sic1 Bind to and inactivate Cyclin-

Cdc28 kinases.
phosphorylation,
dephosphorylation

cyclins Cln1,2, Cln3, Clb1,2, Clb5,6 Bind to Cdc28 and (de)phos-
phorylate target proteins.

TABLE I. Biological processes of the yeast cell-cycle network: Nodes (proteins/enzymes)

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the budding
yeast cell cycle representing key regulatory func-
tions. Nodes (shapes) in the network represent pro-
teins classified according to their predominant biologi-
cal function (Table I): cyclins (!, (de)phosphorylation),
cylin-kinase inhibitior (©, binding), ubiquitin ligases
(", degradation), transcription factors (#, transcrip-
tion). In a Boolean network, each node is either ac-
tive (“on” or 1) or inactive (“off” or 0). Each node
is connected to one or more nodes via edges (lines).
The edges have a direction indicating that the source
node either activates ( !, turns on) or inhibits (",
turns off) the target node. The line represention of
each edge indicates the predominant biological pro-
cess through which a given node activates or inhibits
its target node (Table II): phosphorylation/dephos-
phorylation ( ), ubiquitin/degradation (· · · ), binding
( ), transcription ( ). In this network, the sta-
tionary G1 phase of the cell cycle is a state in which
Sic1 and Cdh1 are “on”, and all other nodes are “off”.

Edge Type Biological processes Relative rate
transcription transcription, transla-

tion, nuclear transport
1

degradation ubiquitin ligation, pro-
teosome degradation

9

binding stable binding 25
phosphorylation,
dephosphorylation

phosphorylation
dephosphorylation

100

TABLE II. Biological processes of the yeast
cell-cycle network: Edges (biological processes)

Biological processes represented by the edges can occur
on very different timescales. Detailed models of the cell
cycle formulated as differential equations require binding
and rate constants for each reaction, which were deter-
mined through in vitro experiments or by fitting param-
eters to match known experimental outcomes for multi-
step processes [19, 20]. In contrast, we model the dif-
ference in biological times scales by assigning a single
“rate” to each edge, according to the biological process
that edge the represents (Table III).

The assigned rates do not correspond to any single
measured biological event. Rather, they are derived
mainly from the known rates of key proteins or pro-
tein complexes that carry out each process. We derived
the rate for phosphorylation and dephosphorylation by
averaging the steady state phosphorylation rates of the
Clb/Cdc28 kinases [21]. Only three proteins regulate ac-
tivity through inhibitory binding in this network and Sic1
is the most well-characterized. Therefore, we used the es-
timated equilibrium binding constant for Sic1 [19, 20] as
a basis for the binding rate. The rate for protein degra-
dation was the most difficult to estimate due to the lack
of detailed experimental information about the degrada-
tion mechanism. Since a precise measurement for pro-
teasome degradation is not available, we determined the
protein degradation rate from estimates of the total pro-
tein turnover in a population of cells [18]. The key tran-
scription factors in the cell cycle network, MBF and SBF,
are preloaded onto DNA in the nucleus, but only affect
transcription initiation after they are phosphorylated (re-
viewed in [16]). After the transcription factors become
active, mRNA synthesis is limited by the speed of RNA
Polymerase II. Thus, we chose the rate for transcription
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Process Rate Biological
Ratea

(min"1)

Literature Reference

transcription 1 1–2 Based on the elongation rate of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II [17]
protein degradation 9 3–5 Proteasome degradation rate based on protein turnover in cells [18]
binding 25 50 Estimated Sic1 association constant [19, 20]
phosphorylation
dephosphorylation

100 200 Average Michaelis-Menton kcat for Clb-CDKs [21]

aRates are all approximations used directly or derived from information in the literature references

TABLE III. Relative rates for biological processes

based on the measured elongation rate of eukaryotic RNA
Polymerase II (reviewed in [17]).

Although the rates are only crude estimates, they are
consistent with biological timescales, given the basic re-
quirements for each process (reviewed in [1]). For exam-
ple, phosphorylation, dephosphorylation and inhibitory
binding events usually only require the activity of a sin-
gle protein or protein complex. Thus, a kinase or a
phosphatase acts by binding to a target protein, cova-
lently adding (kinase) or removing (phosphatase) a phos-
phate molecule and dissociating from the target protein.
Similarly, Sic1 inhibits CDK complexes by noncovalently
binding to the CDK complex. The complex remains in-
hibited as long as Sic1 is bound. For both of these pro-
cesses, association with the target protein is often rate
limiting, thus, we model inhibitory binding as slightly
slower than phophorylation, since the inhibitor must re-
main bound to the target in order to have an effect. In
contrast, protein degradation and transcription each en-
compass more than one sub-process. Cell cycle proteins
are degraded by the proteasome complex, which actively
unfolds proteins and cleaves them into short peptide frag-
ments in an energy (ATP) dependent reaction [22, 23].
However, in order to be degraded by the proteasome,
a target protein must first be tagged by covalently at-
taching ubiquitin to a specific site on the surface of the
target [24]. Thus, protein degradation occurs on a much
slower time scale than phosphorylation or binding. Sim-
ilarly, a protein that is controlled via transcription also
requires several steps prior to becoming active: synthe-
sis of mRNA from DNA in the nucleus, transport of the
mRNA out of the nucleus, translation into protein, and
in some cases, transport back into the nucleus. Thus,
compared to regulatory events controlled by phosphory-
lation or binding, transcriptional control is very slow. By
estimating rates for processes that are not completely de-
pendent on the cell cycle, our modelling framework can
be readily adapted for analyzing other regulatory net-
works.

In our simplified cell cycle network, a normal, grow-
ing cell in the G1 state has two active proteins (nodes),
Cdh1 and Sic1, which together inactivate the Clb1,2 and
Clb5,6 cyclins. These cyclins control entry into S phase
(Clb5,6) and M phase (Clb1,2). Thus, in the G1 state,
the cell can grow, but is not committed to dividing, and

is said to be in a stationary growth state. Exit from
stationary growth requires Cln3 activation, which serves
as a “start” signal for irreversible commitment down the
path towards division. Once activated, Cln3 activates
the transcription factors SBF and MBF, which produce
the G1 cyclins Cln1,2 and Clb5,6. These cyclins inac-
tivate Cdh1 and Sic1, which are stabilizing the cell in
G1, allowing the cell to progress into S phase. Further
progression through S, G2 and eventually M, results in
cell division, with each daughter cell in the stationary G1

growth state.
In cells, the transitions between the four different

phases of the cell cycle are sensitive to physical proper-
ties of the cell. The most important physical properties
that affect cell cycle regulation are: cell size, firing of
replication origins, absence of DNA damage, and spin-
dle attachment to chromosomes. Cells have sensory net-
works that act as feedback control mechanisms for each
of these four properties. The sub-networks that act as
feedback control mechanisms by sensing physical proper-
ties are referred to as “checkpoints”. Since the networks
that control checkpoint responses are complex, our net-
work model does not explicitly account for any of these.
Instead, proteins that would otherwise be the main reg-
ulatory targets of the checkpoint pathways are modelled
as self-degrading proteins [7], with a self-degradation
rate equal to the rate assigned for proteasome-mediated
degradation (Table III).

B. Model Details

As outlined above, we model the gene regulation of the
yeast cell cycle with discrete but asynchronous network
dynamics. The nodes of the network represent the key
regulators of the cell cycle, while the edges correspond
to the processes of activation and inhibition. Our model
is Boolean in the sense that every node can assume one
of two possible values: “on” (1) or “off” (0). A network
state is defined as the vector of all node states. In our
yeast model, where 11 nodes are considered, a network
state is thus one of 211 = 2048 states.

A transition between two network states occurs with
a characteristic rate specific to the individual process
causing the transition. As we are considering an asyn-
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chronous model, only transitions between network states
that differ in exactly one node state are possible. How-
ever, the set of allowed transitions is further restricted by
the topology of the network. In this section we introduce
two different schemes that determine the allowed transi-
tions between network states and the rates with which
these transitions occur: the independent edge model and
the Boolean threshold model. When the system is in a
particular network state, usually several transitions are
allowed. The different transitions then compete accord-
ing to the rates, which we will explain in more detail in
section III.

Independent Edge Model

In the independent edge model, each edge switch the
state of the node that it regulates. In practice, that is
to say an activating edge can switch on an inactive node
while an inhibiting edge can cause the opposite event.
These transitions happen at the rate associated with the
reaction that corresponds to the edge under considera-
tion. In Boolean terms this means that the edges running
into a node are OR-connected, as any one of these edges
can independently cause the transition.

The rate of transition between two network states
in the independent edge model is simply given by the
sum of all rates that cause the respective node state
switch. For example, node Clb5,6 is down-regulated by
Cdc20 and Sic1. Adding the rates attached to the links
Cdc20"Clb5,6 and Sic1"Clb5,6 gives the total Clb5,6 de-
activation rate which will then be assigned to all network
transitions in which Cdc20, Sic1 and Clb5,6 are active
and Clb5,6 then gets deactivated.

Boolean Threshold Model

In the Boolean threshold model, the set of allowed
transitions is more restricted. It is based on the dynam-
ical rule introduced in [7] to describe the yeast cell cycle
as a synchronous Boolean system. Assume the network
is in a state S = (s1, ..sN )T where si denotes the state
of node i. Then a node i is allowed to switch to state
s′i #= si if the following condition is met:

s′i =
!

1 if
"

j Aijsj > 0
0 if

"
j Aijsj < 0

where Aij is set by the connections of the network and
is defined as

Aij =

#
$

%

1, if node j has an activating link to node i
−1, if node j has an inhibiting link to node i
0, if node j does not affect node i

Effectively this rule corresponds to a “majority vote”
scheme which decides whether the activating or the in-

hibiting edges determine the state of the node. An addi-
tional subtlety is the treatment of self-degrading nodes,
i.e. nodes that inhibit themselves. The convention is that
a self-degrading link will count as 1/10 of the others in
the sums of the threshold rule. This means that the
contribution of the self-degradation term will always be
neglected unless the sum of the external influence is zero.
Using these rules we allow a node to switch (given a par-
ticular network state) if and only if, in the synchronous
dynamics of [7], the respective node would switch in the
next time step. This has the effect that the stationary
states of our stochastic model are exactly the same as in
the synchronous case.

Regarding the rates of the transitions in the Boolean
threshold model, we cannot simply transfer the rates
from the edges to the network state transitions as we
have done in the independent edge model. In principle,
for every network state one would have to determine the
rate of a given state switch considering all the competing
activating and deactivating processes. In this project, we
have chosen a simple approximation and have determined
the typical rate at which nodes turn on (off) given their
activating (inhibiting) input links.

Node
Activation Deactivation

processa rateb processa rateb

Cln3 N/A 1 self-deg 9
MBF dephos 100 phos 100
SBF phos 100 dephos 100
Cln1,2 trans 1 self-deg 9
Cdh1 dephos 100 phos 100

Swi5
dephos

51
phos

55
trans degradation

Cdc20,14
trans

13 self-deg 9
binding

Clb5,6 trans 1
binding

17
degradation

Sic1
trans

51 phos 100
dephos

Clb1,2
binding

13
binding

17
trans degradation

Mcm1 phos 100 self-deg 9
aphos = phosphorylation, dephos = dephosphorylation
trans = transcription, self-deg = self-degradation
bRates that depend on more than one process were
calculated by averaging the rates for all processes

TABLE IV. Processes and rates
for the Boolean threshold model

If a node is activated by only one process (for exam-
ple Swi5 is activated only through phosphorylation), the
rate of that process is used for all activation transitions
of that node. If a node is affected through several pro-
cesses, we average over all rates of these processes. In
table IV we give the processes that affect each regulator
and the respective rate that we associate with the cor-
responding node. We want to emphasize that this is a
rather crude approximation and should be replaced by a
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more sophisticated mechanism in the future.

III. THEORY & METHODS

As outlined previously, in our model of a gene regula-
tory network, we wish for the updates of individual sites
to be asynchronous. The most basic mechanism such a
scheme can follow is under the assumption of statistical
independence between update “events” at different sites.
Updates of the sites happen at the rates defined and rea-
soned in section II. These correspond to the transitions
between states of the network governed by the rules of
the independent edge or the Boolean threshold model re-
spectively. Assuming the system to be memoryless, such
that the probability of making a transition only depends
on the current state, this can be formulated rigorously as
a continuous-time Markov process [25].

A. Stochastic Modeling of Gene Regulatory
Networks: Master Equation Description

The system as a whole is thought of as being in a cer-
tain microstate. Such a microstate is a particular con-
figuration of the system, S = (s1, . . . , sN )T , where the
si ∈ {0, 1} denote the state of site i which can be on
(1) or off (0). The probability of finding the system in
a specific microstate S at time t is denoted by P (S, t).
Transitions between these microstates happen with asyn-
chronous dynamics which means that transitions between
S and S′ happen at a specific rate wS→S! if the states
are coupled by the rules of the model. The process is
therefore stochastic, however, the time evolution of the
probability P (S, t) is deterministic. This time evolution
and therefore the time evolution of the system as such is
governed by the master equation

!tP (S, t) =
&

S!

wS!→SP (S′, t)−
&

S!

wS→S!P (S, t) (1)

which describes the flow of probability into and away
from the microstate S [26].

Along with the initial configuration of the system
P (S, t = 0), this master equation fully determines the
time-evolution of the system. As at each point in time the
further development of the system depends only on the
current state, and does not depend on the previous his-
tory of the process. This is the memoryless property in-
troduced above and makes this scheme a continuous-time
Markov process, or more specifically, a Poisson process.
For this class of processes, the probability of observing a
certain number of events in a set interval follows a Pois-
son distribution. It can be shown that the waiting times
between successive events are exponentially distributed,
P (") ∼ e−r! , where r is the rate of the process. Further-
more, one can show that for a set of independent Poisson
processes the waiting time to the next occurring event is
exponentially distributed with a rate R =

"
i ri, which

is the sum of the rates of all individual independent pro-
cesses [25]. These results will be vital when considering
computer simulations of our model in section III B.

Summing up, we now have a formalism which describes
gene regulation as a stochastic process. Updating events
are considered to be happening as independent Poisson
processes with specific rates. This enables us to fully
describe the state of the system by a probability distri-
bution P (S, t) of finding the system in its various possible
states S at time t. Its time evolution is given by a linear
differential equation in time, the master equation (1). In
the following, we will develop a vector representation for
this equation in close analogy to the formalism used in
Quantum Mechanics.

Given that in our gene regulatory network each site can
be in one of two states (on (1) or off (0)), the number of
possible microstates of the system is 2N . Following [26],
we can represent each microstate S by a 2N -dimensional
vector |#〉 that has all but one non-zero component, such
that 〈#′|#〉 = $"!,", where 〈#′| denotes the transpose of
|#′〉. Thus, the set of vectors |#〉 form an orthonormal
basis of a 2N -dimensional vector space. We choose the
so-called Dirac bra(c)ket notation for the vectors |#〉 in
order to distinguish these 2N -dimensional vectors from
the N -dimensional microstates S.

In this vector space, we can define a time-dependent
probability state vector, |P (t)〉 =

"
" P (|#〉, t)|#〉, such

that 〈#|P (t)〉 = P (|#〉, t). For normalization, the ele-
ments of the probability state vector have to sum to
unity. This is expressed by defining an identity state
vector 〈I| =

"
" 〈#| such that 〈I|P 〉 = 1.

Applying this formalism, the master equation (1) takes
the following form

!t|P (t)〉 = −L̂|P (t)〉 (2)

where L̂ is called the Liouville operator. This operator
governs the time evolution of the probability state vector
and therefore the dynamics of the system. The matrix
elements of this operator in the |#〉-basis are given by

L"!" = 〈#′|L̂|#〉 = −w"→"! for # #= #′ (3)

L"" = 〈#|L̂|#〉 =
&

"! %="

w"→"! . (4)

The off-diagonal elements of the matrix L"!" contain the
negative transition rates from configuration |#〉 to |#′〉
while the diagonal elements govern the decay of state
|#〉 and therefore contain the sum of all transition rates
# → #′. This matrix has the property that its columns
sum to zero, i.e. 〈I|L̂ = 0, which makes L̂ a stochas-
tic matrix [27]. This follows from probability current
conservation and can be easily seen by pre-multiplying
equation (2) by 〈I|. L̂ is non-Hermitian and therefore
does not necessarily possess a complete set of eigen-
vectors that span a 2N -dimensional eigenspace. Fur-
thermore, its eigenvalues are not guaranteed to be real.
However, there are a range of properties that are out-
lined in appendix A which can be used to ensure that
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what follows is justified. Chief among those is a con-
dition of diagonalizability of any given matrix that is
satisfied by all the stochastic matrices that we consider
in this work. In the following we are going to assume
that the eigenvectors of L̂ are |%0〉, |%1〉, . . . , |%2N−1〉 with
eigenvalues µ0, µ1, . . . , µ2N−1 and that these form a basis
for the 2N -dimensional eigenspace of L̂, which is shown
in appendix A. These can be normalized, such that
〈%i|%j〉 = $ij and completeness can be expressed as

1 =
&

i

|%i〉〈%i| (5)

It is important to note that the left eigenvectors 〈%i| are
in general not the transpose or Hermitian conjugate of
the right eigenvectors |%i〉.

The master equation expressed via the Liouville oper-
ator (equation (2)) has the formal solution

|P (t)〉 = exp
'
−L̂t

(
|P (0)〉 (6)

=
&

i

exp (−µit) 〈%i|P (0)〉 |%i〉 (7)

where the resolution of identity (5) has been used in
the last step. This equation gives the full time evolu-
tion of the state of the system. As mentioned in the
appendix, all eigenvalues of L̂ are expected to be non-
negative, which means that in the long-time limit, only
states with zero eigenvalue contribute. These states are
the stationary states of the system that admit no further
time evolution and are of key interest in this study. They
correspond to pure states in the eigenbasis of L̂, but can
in general be linear combinations of states in the basis
|#〉. The all-zero configuration (0, . . . , 0)T is a trivial sta-
tionary (or absorbing) state of the system. Eigenvectors
that are combinations of states in the |#〉-basis corre-
spond to limit cycles of the dynamics.

As mentioned above, in the long-time limit t → ∞,
the probability of finding the system on a non-stationary
state decays exponentially. Therefore, whatever state one
starts in, in this limit the system will always end up with
a stationary distribution |P ∗〉.

lim
t→∞

e−L̂t|P0〉 = |P ∗〉 (8)

From equation (7) it follows that we can define a projec-
tion operator

T ∗ = lim
t→∞

e−L̂t =
k&

j=1

|%j
0〉〈%

j
0| (9)

where the sum runs over the stationary states |%j
0〉 of

the system. The late-time behavior for a process with an
initial probability distribution |P0〉 is then given by

|P ∗〉 = T ∗|P0〉 =
k&

j=1

〈%j
0|P0〉|%j

0〉 (10)

This means that starting from an initial probability
distribution |P0〉 in the long-time limit the system’s state
will be described by the probability distribution |P ∗〉.
In connection with this project, this result will enable
us to investigate the probability weight of certain gene
expression patterns.

B. Simulating Stochastic Gene Regulation

An alternative method of investigating the dynamic
process defined on the directed network which models
gene regulation in budding yeast is Monte Carlo simula-
tion. In this type of computer simulation [28], a random
number generator is employed to evolve the system over
time starting from a certain initial condition, according
to the stochastic rules of the process.

As mentioned in section III, when considering the up-
date events to be independent Poisson processes, the
waiting time to the next possible event is given by an
exponential distribution P (") ∼ e−R! where R =

"
i ri

is the sum of the rates of all processes. Once a waiting
time has been sampled from this distribution, the corre-
sponding event is selected randomly among all possible
events weighted by their associated rate ri. This yields a
simple algorithm for a time-dependent simulation of our
model of stochastic gene regulation.

While in the formalism presented above, the infinite-
time limit can be explicitly taken, a simulation will in-
evitably have to be terminated after a maximum runtime.
Furthermore, a single run of a stochastic simulation will
reach an absorbing state (one that can be entered but
cannot be left). Due to the stochastic nature of the sim-
ulation method, this may happen after a very small num-
ber of steps thus not necessarily giving a representative
value for the observables to be monitored. Also, ulti-
mately we are interested in the fraction of times the sys-
tem gets trapped in different stationary states. Thus, in
order to obtain accurate average values for these quanti-
ties, a large number of simulations have to be performed
and averaged, in which the runtime is chosen such that
the observable quantities have attained stationary val-
ues. This Monte Carlo simulation technique will be used
to support the findings obtained from the formalism pre-
sented above.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The above formalism to represent our stochastic model
of gene regulation was applied to the budding yeast
and the stationary gene expression patterns (stationary
states) in the two updating schemes were determined.
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Cln3 MBF SBF Cln1,2 Cdh1 Swi5 Cdc20,14 Clb5,6 Sic1 Clb1,2 Mcm1 Probability Weight
homog. rates heterog. rates

1. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 G1 0.47 0.80
2. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.22 0.05
3. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.06 0.06
4. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07 0.01
5. 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 } limit cycle

0.09 0.06
6. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.09 0.02

TABLE V. Probability weight of observed stationary states in the independent edge model

Cln3 MBF SBF Cln1,2 Cdh1 Swi5 Cdc20,14 Clb5,6 Sic1 Clb1,2 Mcm1 Probability Weight
homog. rates heterog. rates

1. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 G1 0.56 0.84
2. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.18 0.02
3. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.03
4. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.00
5. 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.13 0.06
6. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.02 0.01
7. 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.08 0.04

TABLE VI. Probability weight of observed stationary states in the Boolean threshold model

In particular, the probability of finding the system in a
particular state given an arbitrary initial condition was
considered. In practice, starting from a uniform initial
probability distribution |P0〉 this amounts to analyzing
the elements of the resulting long-time distribution |P ∗〉
as defined in equation (10). In order to further support
our findings, we investigated the fraction of times the
system gets trapped in particular stationary gene expres-
sion states in the Monte Carlo simulation averaged over
all initial conditions.

As a starting point, each of the models, that is the in-
dependent edge and the Boolean threshold model, were
considered with a uniform set of rates in order to gain a
first insight into the effect stochasticity has on our sys-
tem. In table V we show the six stationary states of the
independent edge model which we will refer to as IE1
through IE6. In table VI, the stationary states of the
Boolean models (BT1,...,BT7) are listed. As mentioned
above, these seven stationary states are the same as in
the synchronous deterministic model in [7].

Comparing the stationary states of the two models, we
find that the first five expression patterns are present in
both models. The first state is the biological G1 station-
ary state. In the investigation of the synchronous model
[7] this was found to be the by far dominating fixed point,
to which about 86% of all initial conditions lead. The
two other states with the largest basin sizes (number of
initial conditions leading to the respective states) in the
synchronous model were (in that order) IE5/BT5 and
BT7. The other four states of the synchronous model
were found to have very small basin sizes of less than
0.6%.

In the independent edge model, two fixed points of the
synchronous dynamics are not present (BT6, BT7) and

we want to discuss this point as it is a typical example of
the difference between our two models. Both of these ef-
fects can be easily understood when looking at the update
rules. In the Boolean model some transitions are prohib-
ited because, for example, the influence of an activating
edge is suppressed by two inhibiting edges. This is the
case with Clb5,6 in the stationary states BT6 and BT7.
As Sic1 and Cdc20,14 both inhibit Clb5,6, MBF cannot
activate it in the Boolean model (“majority vote”). In
the independent edge model, the activation of Clb5,6 can
happen although two inhibitors are present.

Another important difference between the results of
our two models is the state BT5/IE5. In the indepen-
dent edge model, this state is not a fixed point, but ac-
tually forms a limit cycle of the dynamics together with
IE6. This is also immediately apparent when looking at
Cln1,2 which is a self-degrader, i.e. deactivates itself; but
is also activated by SBF. These two processes compete
which leads to a fixed point in the Boolean model but a
continuous “blinking” of Cln1,2 in the independent edge
model.

All of these differences, however, concern stationary
states that do not have a clear biological significance.
Next, we want to investigate the probabilities that a spe-
cific stationary state is taken by the system. In both
models, the states 1 and 2 are most likely. In the in-
dependent edge model the stationary state G1 (IE1) oc-
curs with a probability of 47% and IE2 with 22%. In
the Boolean threshold model, BT1 collects 56% of initial
conditions, BT2 18%.

It is interesting to note that IE2/BT2 has a very small
basin size in the synchronous dynamics. It seems that it
is over-represented in our stochastic model as compared
to the deterministic dynamics because it only differs from
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FIG. 2. Probability P (G1) that the system en-
ters that G1 state for the independent edge model
and the Boolean threshold model, each with homoge-
neous, biological and randomized heterogeneous rates.

G1 by one node state: Cdh1 is inactive. During the bio-
logical cell cycle regulation Sic1 is activated before Cdh1
becomes active. If its activator, Cdc20,14 gets deacti-
vated via self-degradation, Cdh1 will not turn on and
the system can end up in the IE2/BT2 state. We don’t
want to elaborate on the state sequence during the bio-
logical pathway (see [7] for details), but it is important to
note that there is a competition between self-degradation
and phosphorylation (Cdc20,14→Cdh1).

The next most likely stationary state is BT5 (13%),
IE5 (18% for the limit cycle IE5,6). This is not surprising
as this state also has a large basin size in the synchronous
model. The other stationary states are rather improba-
ble and sum to a probability weight of about 13% in both
models. To summarize, in our stochastic asynchronous
model of the yeast cell cycle, we reproduce the biological
G1 stationary state as one of several possible stationary
states. With the unrealistic homogeneous rates, the G1

stationary state is reached by the system with a proba-
bility of about 50% in both models.

In order to investigate the effect of introducing our bi-
ologically inspired rates, the above analysis was repeated
for both models with the rates associated to the pro-
cesses as given in section II A. As can be seen from the
last column of tables V and VI, the probability weights
are shifted considerably by the change in rates. Interest-
ingly, the probability weight of the biological G1 station-
ary state strongly increases when the heterogeneous rates
are used. In the independent edge model, it increases by
70%, in the Boolean threshold model by 56%. All other
states (with the exception of the trivial state BT3) lose
in probability weight. In both models, the G1 state is
thus reached with a probability of more than 80%.

We then investigated whether this increase in prob-

ability weight of the stationary G1 state is simply due
to heterogeneity of the rates (as opposed to the specific
numbers in the biological rates). In figure 2 we show
the probability weights of the G1 state for homogeneous
rates, biologically inspired heterogeneous rates and ran-
domized rates with values between 1 and 100. As can
be clearly seen, the randomized rates results do not show
the increase in G1 probability weight.

From the above results we conclude that while our
model allows for the occurrence of non-biological station-
ary states, the G1 stationary state features prominently
in all cases considered. Furthermore, the introduction of
biologically inspired rates raises the probability weight of
the biological G1 stationary state considerably.

Having found that introducing heterogeneous rates in
both the independent edge and the Boolean threshold
model dramatically increases the expression of the bio-
logical G1 state, we consider in the following the effects
of the specific ordering of the rates. By ordering we mean
a specific assignment of the four relative rates, 1, 9, 25
and 100, to the four biological processes described in sec-
tion II, transcription, phosphorylation, degradation and
binding. Of course, the ordering in section II is the bi-
ological sensible one, but it is still of interest to study
how changing the ordering affects the expression of G1.
To that end, we computed the probability of arriving in
state G1 for all possible permutations of the ordering,
i.e. all possible assignments of the four rates to the four
processes. We find that for two processes, binding and
transcription, their rank in the ordering (ranking the pro-
cesses from the fastest to the slowest, e.g. transcription
being rank one if it is assigned the relative rate of 100)
does not affect the probability of ending up in G1 very
much. However, the ranks of degradation and phospho-
rylation have a strong influence so that the ordering of
phosphorylation being the fastest and degradation the
slowest is most favorable one. In order to quantify these
qualitative results, we analyzed the probabilities of ar-
riving in G1, P (G1), for a certain permutation of rates
in the following way: given a particular process l, for
each rank r, we averaged P (G1) over all permutations in
which the process has this particular rank. This averag-
ing yields four quantities, 〈P 〉lr, per process and, carried
out for all four processes, a total of 16 values. These
values of 〈P 〉lr are shown in Figures 3 (a) and (b) for
the independent edge mode and the Boolean threshold
model, respectively. The figures clearly show the trends
that we described above. Of course, the standard devia-
tions (not shown in the figure), especially for binding and
degradation, are very large (up to three-quarters of the
means) but this is to be expected: given that the ranking
of phosphorylation affects P (G1) very much for example,
all orderings with only degradation or binding at a fixed
rank should produce large variations. The figures sug-
gest that the ordering that produces the largest P (G1)
is phosphorylation rate > transcription rate > binding
rate > degradation rate. This is indeed the case, as
this particular ordering yields the largest probabilities,
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FIG. 3. Averaged probability of entering the G1 state,
〈P 〉lr, for the four different processes, transcription (!),
degradation (◦), phosphorylation (#) and binding (,)
as a function of the rank r of the process in the (a) inde-
pendent edge model and the (b) Boolean threshold model.

P (G1) = 0.92 and P (G1) = 0.86, for the independent
edge model and the Boolean threshold model, respec-
tively. These are higher than the values of P (G1) = 0.80
and P (G1) = 0.84 for the biological ordering, phospho-
rylation > binding > degradation > transcription rate.

The importance of the rates of phosphorylation and
degradation can be understood when looking at the net-
work topology. We have mentioned before that these pro-
cesses compete at Cdc20,14 which (if degradation hap-
pens faster) can prevent activation of Cdh1, thus not
reaching G1. The same argument can be used at a num-
ber of other nodes, such as Swi5, Mcm1, Cln1,2. Most
important however, seems to be the activation of SBF
and MBF by Cln3. In [10] it was shown in a different
model that if Cln3 activates SBF and MBF before de-
grading itself, the probability of reaching the G1 state
is very high. As this affects 50% of all initial conditions,
this seems to be an important factor in our model as well.

V. SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

In this project, we have introduced a discrete Boolean
model that makes use of a stochastic asynchronous up-
dating mechanism to describe gene regulatory networks
and have applied it to the yeast cell-cycle dynamics. To
investigate this model, we have used both a master equa-
tion approach and explicit Monte Carlo simulations.

We find that the biological G1 fixed point is the most
probable stationary state of our model. With the intro-
duction of biologically inspired rates, as opposed to all
processes happening at the same rate, the probability
weight of this state further increases considerably. We

show that this is in fact due to the specific choice of the
rates and not merely a result of the heterogeneity of rates.

We further investigate how the choice of rates affects
the probability of the system to end up in the G1 state
and find that the spread between phosphorylation rate
and degradation rate is most important. We explain
these results with respect to the network topology.

In the future we plan to further investigate the sig-
nificance of our specific choice of rates. More elabo-
rate robustness analyses of the dynamics with respect
to changes in these would be in order. Furthermore, we
plan to compare a set of optimal rates found via genetic
algorithms to the ones used in this work. Lastly, we envis-
age the application of the framework developed above to
other networks that control apoptosis, segment polarity
in fruit fly embryos and differentiation in the develop-
ment of flowers.
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APPENDIX A: SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF
THE LIOUVILLE OPERATOR

In this appendix, a general condition for the diagonal-
izability will be described that justifies all the manipula-
tions described in the text. Diagonalizability means that
there exists a basis for a given vector space in which a lin-
ear transformation is represented by a diagonal matrix.
The basis is necessarily given by the set of eigenvectors
of the linear transformation. However, even though any
n × n-matrix has n eigenvectors, they do not necessar-
ily form a basis, i.e. a set of linearly independent vectors
that span the vector space.

It can be shown [29] that if the polynomial

m(x) = (x− µ1) . . . (x− µr) =
r)

i=1

(x− µi), (A1)

where µi are the r distinct eigenvalues of a matrix L,
is the minimum polynomial then its eigenvectors form a
linearly independent set of vectors that span the vector
space. The minimum polynomial of a matrix L, mL(x),
is the monic [31] polynomial of least degree that satisfies
the equation

mL(L) = Ln + &n−1L
n−1 · · · + &1L + &01 = 0 (A2)
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for some scalars &i. So, if a given matrix satisfies the
following equation,

mL(L) =
r)

i=1

(L− µi) = 0, (A3)

as all the matrices in this work do, then L satisfies the
condition for diagonalizability.

Given that the eigenvectors of the Liouville operator,
L̂, form a basis of the vector space, we can now show that
the resolution of identity can be written as

1 =
&

i

|%i〉〈%i|. (A4)

First of all, we note that right and left eigenvectors
corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal. (In
this moment, it might be appropriate to emphasize again
that the left eigenvectors are in general not the transpose
or Hermitian conjugate of the right eigenvectors and vice
versa.) This can be easily seen when we consider the
defining eigenvalue equations:

L̂|%j〉 = µj |%j〉 (A5)

〈%i|L̂ = µi〈%i| (A6)

Premultiplying equation (A5) by 〈%i| and post-
multiplying equation (A6) by |%j〉 and then subtracting
the two yields the following equation

0 = (µj − µi)〈%i|%j〉 (A7)

from which follows that right and left eigenvectors whose
eigenvalues are different, µi #= µj , are orthogonal, i.e.
〈%i|%j〉 = 0.

Let us now consider eigenvectors corresponding to the
same eigenvalue. Given a set of k right and left eigen-
vectors, {〈%j

i |, |%
j
i 〉 : 1 ≥ j ≥ k}, with the same eigen-

value, we can always construct by linear transformation
[32] a new set of left vectors {〈%′li| =

"k
m=1 'ml〈%m

i |}
such that its elements are orthogonal to all but one right
eigenvector, i.e. 〈%′li|%

j
i 〉 = $lj for 1 ≥ l ≥ k. The crucial

point to note is that since the eigenvectors are degen-
erate, i.e. they all share the same eigenvalue, the linear
combinations {〈%′li|} are eigenvectors of L̂ with eigen-
value µi as well, so that this linear transformation of the
basis vectors leaves the matrix L diagonal.

Taking the facts that the eigenvectors span the vector
space and that we can orthogonalize the left- and right
eigenvectors, it can be seen that

"
i |%i〉〈%i| indeed rep-

resents the identity matrix as shown in equation (A4),
because it leaves any vector in the space, |v〉, invariant:

&

i

|%i〉〈%i|v〉 =
&

i

|%i〉〈%i|
&

j

(j |%j〉 (A8)

=
&

i,j

(j$ij |%j〉 = |v〉.

According to a theorem by Gershgorin ([30]) there exist
limits on the spectrum of matrices having the form of L.
It ensures that there is at least one zero eigenvalue and
that the real part of all non-zero eigenvalues is > 0.
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